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miscellany
PEOPLE WITH MUSICAL TALENT are needed to
perform in front of audiences. For information contact
Robert Rabip at 946-2133.
SORORITY RUSH SIGN-UPS wiU be held from 11
a m to 1 p.m. and 3:30 to 5*30 p.m. next Monday
through Thursday and Nov. 10 through! Nov. 13 at the
University Center. There is a $2 registration tee.
COPA ELECTIONS will be held on Nov. 11. Two I &
I, one humanities, one at-large and one social science
seat will be decided, as well as the positions oi chair
person and co-chairperson. File at Quonset 2, Room A.
Filing period closes Nov. 7.
v
COPA ASSEMBLY will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thurs
day in Knoles 205. Visitors are welcome.
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS are now on sale dur
ing business hours at the University Center informa
tion booth. Cost is $3 for students and $5 for faculty.

Debaters return
from Sacramento
with 17 wins
The Pacific Dialectic Soci
ety won a record 17 trophies at
the Sacramento City College
debate and individual events
tournament lust weekend. The
competition was the largest ol
the year with 350 contestants
competing from 30 schools.

BEGINNING SQUARE DANCE and folk dance
instruction is being given from 7 to 9 p.m. every Tues
day. For information on location contact the Ander
son Y at 466-1946.
AN ANNUAL TRICK OR TREAT PARTY is being
held from 7 to 9 o'clock tonight lor faculty and staff who
have children. South/West residence hall is sponsor
ing the party in which packaged candy will be given by
residents to the children who will be guided through the
"haunted dormitory.''
THE NE\V IMPROVED WOMEN'S UNION will
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Center Mall. Contact
Beth Jersey at 464-6182 for more information.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet at 7 p.m
Monday in Wendell Phillips Center, Room 202.
STUDENTS HAVING QUESTIONS regarding the
legitimacy of tests administered by the Educational
T..«tina
(F.TSi should contact Jim Casey at
Testing Service (ETS)
ASUOP, 2233. ETS administers the Scholastic Apti
tude Test (SAT) the Law Scholastic Aptitude Test
(LSAT) and the Graduate Records Exam (GRE).
FALL FESTIVAL BAZAAR, a Senior Citizens
Center fund-raising event, is being held trom 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Nov. 13 at Oak Park, 730 E. Fulton Ave. The public

PDS w ill be sending debate
and individual events teams to
Chico State next weekend
while UOP will be hosting a
tournament
the
following
week.

KUOP noon news
widens horizons

formation.
STUDENT MANUSCRIPTS are needed by the
"Calliope," UOP's literary annual. Short stories, oneact plays, poetry and songs can be placed in collection
boxes in the library, ASUOP office and COP English
department office. Deadline is Dec. 3. For further in
formation contact Leslie New at 462-9572.
DEPARTMENT OF ART is now accepting orders
for its 1975-76 calendar. For information call the art
department at 2242.
A GUITAR WORKSHOP is being held at 7 p.m. every Wednesday in WPC 130. The workshop will in
clude instruction in beginning guitar with emphasis on
folk guitar techniques. Cost is $3 per lesson.
BIKECENTENNIAL is currently seeking 1,400
leaders to conduct tours in 1976 of the first Trans-Amer
ica bicycle trail. Leaders will receive food, lodging and
a small daily expense account. For further details and
an application write to Bikecentennial '76, P.O. Box
1034, Missoula, Mont. 59801.

Clinic to help smokers
break unwanted habit
participants in the study will
receive different treatment.
The clinic is limited to 33
people. If you are interested,
sign up in the psychology of-

•; • The clinic will be operated
insl a non-profit study, but
participants are asked to sub
mit a $25 refundable deposit in
suring they will stay with the'
study until it is completed.
"Our program stresses
education and helping people
acquire better self-control as a
means of breaking the smok
ing habit." said Katz.

The study is designed to
compare different procedures
used in helping people quit the
habit. Therefore, most of the

All contestants who won
trophies have been practicing
under the auspices of the new
ly formed PDS. None of those
competing in individual events
had ever competed in intercol
legiate competition before this
year.

In
individual
events
competition. UOP swept
speech analysis, with Jeff
Johnson getting third. Susan
Gust winning second and John

A TURKEY TROT, a two mile race for men and one
mile race for women, will be held Nov. 20. See Kathy
Simpson in the intramural department for sign-up in

The project is long-term,
so anyone interested must be
involved for about four months
and be willing to give informa
tion concerning their personal
smoking habits.

In other individual events
competition, John Aller took
fourth in junior expository
speaking and Bob Fairbrooks
captured fourth in oral inter
pretation.

Senior debate competition
was won by Pacific's Melindu
Reiber and Jaynu Totten while
Mike Thornburg and Eric
Shaw took first-place honors in
junior division. Paul Katala
and Louis Horowitz lost in the
final round at the novice level
to take second place.

is invited.

A "stop smoking" clinic
will be initiated on campus in
November by Dr. Roger Katz
ot the UOP psychology depart
ment.

Prouty taking first place. John
son also won first place in ju
nior oratory and Prouty took
third in novice oratory.

By MICHAEL BEERYPOLGLASE

KUOP-FM's
recently
developed "Midday News" is
now in its second year of oper
ation.
The "Midday News" is ex
panding from straight news
reading to other facets of
broadcast journalism, such as
remote broadcasts, on-the
scene interviews and commu
nity news gathering.
In addition to this expan
sion in format, internships are
being developed with Stockton
radio stations KJOY and KWG.
Lori Wukich, a KUOP news
caster, is presently receiving
credit for being a news trainee
at KJOY.
"The on-the-job exper
ience and actual journalistic
practice is serving to broaden
my understanding of broad
cast journalism," she stated.
KWG, which is the oldest
radio station in the San
Joaquin Valley, is in the
process of establishing a com
plete workshop program for
two protential trainees from
KUOP. "We ultimately hope to
establish a tradition of co-oper
ation with all the local radio
stations," comments KUOP
news director Michael BeeryPolglase, "so we can provide
them with enthusiastic and
fresh talent, while they can
provide a real life news-gather
ing and news-producing situa
tion that will benefit all radio
students."
UOP student Mitch Brown
is interning with San Francis
co's KCBS. Brown was a
former newscaster on the
KUOP "Midday News."

ROGER KATZ
lice, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, or contact
Katz at 946-2132.

In its history at UOP,
KUOP has never had a live
news presentation. The devel
opment of the KUOP "Midday
News" last spring was the idea
of newly appointed station
manager Richard Lyness.

Lyness felt it was in the best
interests of KUOP to develop a
long-term program of broad
cast journalism.
Students involved with the
program learn to gather, inter
pret, select, reject, present and
deliver news in a radio con
text, that provides them with
invaluable experience.
Beery-Polglase hopes the
"Midday News" can grow
substantially in the upcoming
years, with the ultimate goals
being high journalistic quality
and more importantly, a wide
spread listernship in the San
Joaquin Valley."

Conservatory monitors
from pg. two
Witfi those details out of
the way, I would like to ad
dress myself to the dean's
statements. His first state
ment is something to the ef
fect that, if the monitor's do
not work, then he has no
idea what to do. First, the
attack of Oct. 5 proves they
do not work, so if he is still
wondering
whether the
monitor system is effec
tive let me tell him it is not.
Second, since he is the dean
of the Conservatory and by
implication responsible for
his students, then maybe he
should think of something
to do—like use more moni
tors for longer hours or
something
along
those
lines—or be fired!
The dean's second re
mark was something like
this: An attack is a "pretty
bad situation" for a young
lady. Without attempting to
sound too sarcastic, I would
ask the dean to consider
young men and the effect
an attack would have on a
male of the Conservatory.
Futher, I would suggest
that "pretty bad" is not the

correct term. I would
consider a knife to the
throat or a gun over the
head as a traumatic experi
ence. But even if only
termed bad, as the dean
states, then why is there
not some more aggressive
action on the part of the
Conservatory administra
tion to solve the problem?
Finally, Dean Stedman's totally inane com
ment at the very end of the
article states that a girl in
the practice rooms drives a
kook bananas (and those
are his words, nQt mine). I
would simply ask the dean
what that statement is sup
posed
to
represent.
I
certainly hope it is not an
opinion of policy, and that
the administration of the
Conservatory prefers not to
attempt
to stop the socalled "kooks." I would
suggest, dean, that that is
the present context of your
statement, and it makes,
you look inane at best.
Let
me
say,
in
conclusion, that I was more
offended and embarrassed

by the dean's statements in
this article than I was by
the attack itself and the fact
that it happened here on our
campus. His. final state
ment was totally uncalled
for, ludicrous in or out of
context, and if that is the
mark of intelligent respon
ses with which the admini
stration purports to answer
this grave matter concern
ing attacks in the practice
rooms, then maybe it is
time for new answers via
new blood. The Conserva
tory here at Pacific once
had one of the best reputa
tions in the nation for turn
ing out top quality musi
cians, music teachers, etc.
That reputation has slowly
begun to erode, and allow
ing the present practice
room situation to continue
along with the present

attitude and response of the
dean of that school can only
hamper and further erode
that reputation.

Sincerely,
Mike Johnson

The movie "O Lucky Man"
is an interesting epic directed
by Briton Lindsay Anderson
and
starring Malcolm Mc
Dowell. Anderson's and Mc
Dowell's last stint together was
the fantastic movie "If..."
The movie is based on an
autobiographical memoir by
McDowell and is basically about a young-man-on-the-rise
in the coffee sale business. He
is churned through a series of
unusual scenes depicting the
corruption of modern society
Successful, Mick Travis (Mc
Dowell) is blasted from a miliary base t0 suspected nuclear
spy and into jail on a bum rap
only to be set free as a pau^r
but still noble.

Along the way he is conned

rc

attemPting to
frfnsi
parts ann i1Umanand animal
Parts, and is seduced by a wo

man with cheese in a country
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urn to the original au-
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For Sale: 1938 Plymouth, 2door business coup. $500 as
is. Call 931-3026.
'69 Ford Window Van for
sale. 12-passenger Club Wa
gon. Chateau interior, Air.
Cond., Motorola AM-FM-8
track stereo, new shocks,
new tires. $1,800 ortradefor
convertible and cash. Call
951-2160.

FOR SALE
F eniale Labrador retriever
Puppy needs home with
yard. Eight weeks old, very
intelligent. Call 462-9400 or
come to John B. No. 206
For Sale: three bedroom,
one bathroom house at 1879
La Jolla. Needs T.L.C. as it
has been a rental unit, but is
in sound condition. Air
conditioner, stove, refri
gerator and other con
veniences included. $20,050.
Call 462-6622 evenings for
appointment.

FOR SALE
Ovation Guitar Sunburst
'Troubador'
Model—sixstring with case $200. Excel
lent condition. (8 months
old) Call alter 5 p.m. 4636226. Ask for Ron.
Skis: Fischer RSL ALU 190.
Good
condition.
With
Marker bindings. $65. Con
tact Karl May 462-9502.
For Sale: One pair new
Lang bindings. $30 or best
offer. Call Jeff 948-6314.
1973 Honda 450.
New
battery, , new back tire.
Excellent running condi
tion. $800. Telephone 9517391 after 5 p.m.
For Sale: JBL Century
100 speakers, like new.
Thorens TD125 turntable.
SME arm. Phone 946-2105
after 7 p.m.
For Sale: Natural Honey
from Sierra wildflowers.
Bottled pure in Stockton.
$2.50 for 3 lb. jar. Contact
Carter Lowrie thru cam
pus rhail at Raymond Col
lege or call between 5-10
p.m. at 948-1305.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

Do you have migraines? I
need 15 migraine migrain
patients** for bio-feedback
experiment. For more info
call 951-5903.
**—must
be
actual
migraine, not tension or
other headaches.

Wanted:
Babysitter
from 9-5 Monday through
Friday. Location on cam
pus. Call between 10-12
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday or on Tuesday and
Thursday from 3-5 p.m. 9462517.

Wanted to buy: used guitar.
Please call 2591 days or 4626622 evenings.

College Campus Represen
tative needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components
to students at lowest prices.
High commission. NO
investment required. Seri
ous inquiries only. FAD
COMPONENTS, INC. 20
Passaic Ave., Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006. Jerry
Diamond 201-227-6814.

Wanted: Used manual non
portable typewriters. Will
pay $20 to $50 depending on
Call' Masao
condition.
Fujiyana in John Ballantyne No. 223, Centrex 2850.
Volunteer work experience
at Stockton State Hospital
safety office. 2-4 hours per
day. Call 948-7238.
Wanted: Blues harmonica
teacher for olf-campus stu
dent. 951-2150. Ask for
Steve.
Wanted: typing in
home, call 463-8911.

my

Earn up to $1,800 a school
year or more posting edu
cational literature on cam
pus in spare time. Send
name,
address,
phone,
school and references to
Nationwide
College
Marketing Services, Inc
P.O. Box 1384, Ann Arbor'
Mich. 48106. Call (313) 6621770.

WANTED
Wanted: Student to clean
off-campus apartment once
or twice weekly, about five
hours a week. Call Jeff at
478-0162.
Jobs on ships: American.
Foreign. No experience re
quired.
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide travel.
Sum
mer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. B-15 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Wash. 98362.

SERVICES
Typing: Expert typist de
sires papers that need to be
typed. Call Carol 478-9157
M-Th 9-6, Fri. 2-6.
Need a good typist located
conveniently on campus?
Call 954-2566. After 5 p.m.
call 951-1537.
Typing
Dissertations,
Theses, Term papers, etc.
Hours 6 p.m. thru 10 p.m.
Phone 478-0354. Genevieve
Maeias.
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Food service award for UOP
Paul (the pizza cook) Fairbrook, director of auxiliary ser
vices, was in Louisville, Ky. to accept an award for the out
standing design of the food service facilities in the University
tenter. One of the ideas Fairbrook utilized in the Rathskeller
was inspired by a visit to Shakey's.

Dining complex
is award winner
The University Center din
ing facility complex was
chosen as a national merit
award winner this year by
Institutions/VF"
Magazine's
hood Facilities Design Award
Program.
Paul Fairbrook, director
of uuxiliary services, aceepted the award at a formal
presentation and dinner honor
ing all award recipients durlng the 1975 National Assoc! on °1 Pood Service Manuucturers show held in LouisVtlle, Ky.
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impressed with the part F airbrook played in the planning
and building stages ol the
facilities.
The magazine was most
interested in the Redwood
Room, with its versatile de
sign allowing it to be used as a
luncheon and banquet room
and also for meetings and lec
tures.

A major change can be ex
pected in the COP I & I pro
gram within a month, accord
ing to Kenneth Beauchamp,
acting dean of COP.
The type of change, whe
ther a minor structural one or
that of major proportions, is
now in the process of being de
termined.
Regardless of the charac
teristics, of the new proposal,
the immediacy of the situation
is evident and the outcome lor
those students involved in I & I
could be of major concern.
As one faculty member
said at a preliminary meeting
called to discuss the matter,
"People in transition are in a
terrible bind..."
Statements of general
agreement and (disagreement
concerning the present pro
gram and any future proposal \
were brought up in a docu
ment prepared by Beauchamp
for the Oct. 31 COP faculty
meeting.
Beauchamp stated that
these are the viewpoints of at
least one faculty member from
each COP department.
—There should be a pro
ficiency
requirement in
English and mathematics for
all students.
Aside from the nationwide
decline in SAT composition
scores, it was revealed at the
meeting that some students ad
mitted to UOP scored below
the second and third grade
level.
This has prompted con
cern not only lor review of ad
mission requirements for tail
1977 but also for expanding the
Learning Center at the School
of Education.
A substantial majority ol

Anything concerned with
the kitchen is hidden from the
patron's view.
Fairbrook was involved in
the design for the compact and
functional use of the kitchen.
UOP was the only univerMoney was saved by incor
» -«
Fo
to -eceive
receive a Food
Fay- porating
old
equipment
os Design Award.
• already owned.

I he award was given be
cause of the outstanding de'gn that was drawn up for the
ood service facilities in the
oonter. Institutions/VF Maga'ne' lhe 'argest nationwide
agazine oi its kind, was very

Simple things, like the in
genious way the bevei age
tanks can be changed without
interfering with any workers,
or that all kitchen equipment is
on wheels helped to make this
kitchen unique.

Several paid positions
available on Pacifican
Several openings for
Positions with the Paci•can will be available in the
spring semester. Positions
ul include editing, photog aPby/darkroom
work

P.

work'"5"0"1

Und

PUSle"Up

To facilitate training
during the last few weeks of
this semester, all inter
ested persons should con
tact the editor of the Pacifi
can, third floor of North
Hall. Phone 946-2114.

Registration to begin Monday
h ,,

"rekislratioii
for
winter term and the
"J semester will begin
J^-Jnday Course descrip
0

tions lor both terms are
available in the Registrar s
office, first floor of Knoles
Hall.

ithe
L/\ faculty
I 'irmlf it additionally
*i 11Hit 111n * 111\ * saw
ctl \\I
the need for a similar plan in
mathematics, since UOP pre
sently has no entrance re
quirements for this field.
The urgency lor a funda
mental amount of math was
stressed by one instructor, who

..i
„ should
.
saidi 1L..1
that students
"at
least be taught how to handle a
checkbook, so they can see
what they're getting screwed
on."

see

CHAI GE pg. eight

Mini courses now
being organized
The University Center
spring mini-courses are now
being organized.
The mini-courses are a
program of non-credit classes
offering instruction in areas
that are not normally handled
within the university.
The purpose of these
courses is so that students,
even though they are not get
ting credit, may get involved in
something that they have an
interest in, but for which the
University does not feel there
is sufficient need as a formal
course. Students may also
teach courses if they feel they
have something to offer others.
"I would look down on a
class that was not 80 percent
UOP students," stated Paul
Matteucci, chairperson and
director ol the mini-course pro
gram. He feels this is a pro
gram for UOP students.
"1 wanted to get involved
in the university community,
commented Matteucci on his
reasons for volunteering for
the job. "That is the same
reason that I applied for the
grade-grievance job." Mat
teucci is also ASUOP grade
grievance advocate.
The position of chair
person of the mini-course pro-

gram involves getting out pub
Photo by Gregg Magazlner
licity to let students know that
the University Center is con
tinuing the mini-course pro
gram next semester and ask
Robert lleyborne. engineering at this lime is
Terri Bow en (left) and Liz Garrick are just two
ing students to participate in
an excellent field oi study for women w ith a ca
of the 29 women enrolled in the School of Engi
any way they feel they could.
reer in mind.
neering. According to the dean of the school.
Matteucci will also or
ganize a catalog offering des
criptions of the courses, the
times they meet and the rooms
and locations of the meeting
places, as well as a brief des
cription of the instructor.
Carole Horn has also volun
teered to work along with
Matteucci as co-chairperson,
including a requirement ol 50
women. Fifteen of these
taking on half of the responsi
weeks of practical work exper
women came in this year as
By SHARON FOX
bility.
ience prior lo graduation.
freshmen.
The number of courses and
One of the greatest oppor
what type depends solely on the
This work experience Is
Heyborne said that. In
interests of university stu tunities for women at the pre
known as lite cooperative
the past 10 years minorities
dents. The courses in the sent time lies in the field of
and women have made less education program or Co-op.
spring will go for eight weeks engineering, according to
I ne students either take regu
than one percent of all engi
and will usually meet one even Robert Heyborne, dean oi the
neering graduates, lie also lar classes toward their de
School of Engineering.
ing a week.
said that now, "employers are gree or work lor a private or
government-owned corporaMatteucci expressed an
Because of the demand for
requested minorities and wo
interest in having someone put women, UOP's engineering
tin.
men."
on a two day, one-time lecture school has realized an in
The School of Engineering
After the sophomore year
or workshop. He said this could crease of women students. Of
offers a five-year program students have the choice of
the 186students enrolled, 29 are
see COURSES pg. four
working during the summer
and taking classes in the fall or
vice-versa.

Burglary prevention
cautions explained

The women of the engineering school

Engineering field wide
open to qualified women

Black Students Union changes
name to destroy stereotype

By JIM CASEY*
Many UOP students are particularly vunerable= to
victimization by burglary. The purpose ofthisarude
is to let students know why, and more importantly how
they can go about preventing burglary
Dartiai.
Most burglaries are accomplished at least Pa™a'
ly through the fault of the victim. They either leave de
finite signs when they are home or not, or careless y
leave a door or screen open when they leave- Howe
ver a few tips on prevention by habits and choice oi
bftatcould "cut down on the numbers of burglaries in
thiS

inThoosing your apartment, you can look for a few

definite points for your own safety.
i ( Apartments have notoriously crummy locks. <
The average apartment lock costs under $10. A good
lock should either be of the deadbolt variety, oi e rt.
turning on the outside when engaged.
2^ Sliding glass doors-A cut-down broomstick n, a in he track behind a closed door should prevent
serted in the track^enina
of breaking a
entry'

3' x 6'

SSS:further"entry very unap-

"ea sf Windows-Keel) curtains drawn when you aren't
home, particularly it your window is visible Irom the
street.
4)

a numParking- In an apartment building
8
see BURGLARY PROTECTION pg

AASA President Payne
Velina Payne, president of the Afro-American Students Asso
ciation (AASA), formerly the Black Students Union (BSIJ),
hopes to "eradicate the stereotype image" of the black pcr-

This pattern continues
throughout the lasj three years
until the student has com
pleted his work and subject
requirements.

The Afro-American StuJames T. Godfrey, the Co
dents Association L
op director, is in charge of gelformerly the Black Students
ting the jobs for the engini .TUnion, has changed its name
ing students. All students are
this year because of the nega
provided with positions alter
tive connotations which past
their sophomore year, t liar
.experiences have brought
lolle Cleveland, assistant
director ol the Co-op. slated
about.
,, .
AASA President Velina
that "mainly lederallj tundod
Payne would not comment on
places are the ones looking lor
those past experiences, but
women."
said that the union was lliougl
Two third-year women
o f a s a t y p e 'of militant group
engineering students. Nancy
Wanting to "eradicate tin
Miller and Joan Bacon, spent
stereotype image ol lh,j(b1'"
last
summer in the Co-op pro
person, according lo I •»"<
AASA's basic goals arc to in gram.
still in all students knowledge
Miller worked this sum
and recognition of black culmer at Si Joseph s Hospital in
Stockton.
,urow»Xi,,are members of AASA. tht"
She did specific studios in
20 aclive n
the
surgery
department,
are unlv 15 to
hers The associations.^ where procedure needed to bo
sorsvnriousacUvit.es uc amodified.
the Halloween danct a ish When asked w hat Hie reac
at homecoming and a danct
tion was from the people that
marathon coming soon.
she worked with. Miller said.
Pavne. who said,
worked my way up.hiW' tin- "Thcv didn't think I could run
the computer' ami "poo
ranks." was treasuiii

K vETwSg" gjjj
Marie llarnslon

see WO'-T.N pg. five
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Chris acted in isolation. He now knows the
consequences of such action. Chris candidly
states his position about Country Porn and
similar events of the future within the follow
ing response. His statement is in response to
my inquiries.
We cannot erase the 1975 homecoming
dance and pretend it never happened. We
must now deal with the consequences and
learn from the mistakes.

V*W

Now# wt.„ I'll

political turmoil, in combination with spread.
uS
ing economic chaos, could cause a vast Red* 'J, 0bvi° J
t
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Karen Akerson
ASUOP President.
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ASUOP Social Director
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Chris Hebard, ASUOP social director,
brought Country Porn to campus without the
approval or support of myself, the executive
board or the ASUOP senate. We were not in
formed of this event. Had I known, I would not
have permitted any one person to bring this
kind of entertainment to campus without the
firm support of myself and the senate. I
personally would not support a strip show.

I have been hoping that, during the past
few weeks, the dust would settle if I remained
quiet. But, it seems every time I turn my head,
another article concerning Country Porn is in
the making. For a show with next to no preevent publicity, this particular event has re
ceived much more than its fair share of
controversy and. post-event review. Believe
me, I find this whole situation as disconcert
ing as you do.
After having discussed the issue with
many students and administrators, I find that I
will have to relate my feelings on the matter,
since the Stockton Record of Nov. 4 seems to
reflect, two and one-half weeks later, no
body's opinion. There is a statement, taken out
of context, which totally misrepresents my
feelings — "He intends to put on more shows
in the future that include sexual material." In
the text of the article, it really does seem as
though I have a bone to pick with our admini
stration. Perhaps the proceeding conversa
tion should be relayed to you. Asked if I
planned to bring either Country Porn or other
"pornographic" shows to the university, I
stated flatly, "No." I qualified the statement by
saying that certain shows such as "Hair," the
Broadway musical which included nude se
quences, or the musical performance of the
Tubes, or even an off-Broadway presentation
of "Lenny" might (although each had a cer
tain kind of sexual reference) be considered.
The issue, I stated, came to the question of the
difference between art and insult. I went on to
ask that, if they did choose to write an article
concerning this performance, that they place it
where it belonged, on the obituary page.
What they did was nothing more than a cheap
shot of sensationalism, using this university
show as an excuse for selling pornography in
their eveming newspaper. The downright
determination of news media not to let this is
sue die angers me. For, every time the issue
rises, it hurts my program, our university and
the students' rights to see some acts which
really are worthwhile.
As for the complaints lodged, I express my
v.npathy with an explanation. In this parti
cular situation, it is safer to lodge complaints
than it is to stand up and admit that you actu
ally liked it. Many people have taken me aside and said they liked the show. I find this
even more
disappointing than the com
plaints. For, the real issue here is that some
people still do find this kind of "raw material''
enthralling. I find it all rather boring.
What upsets me is that this show might
jeopardize some of the more truly artistic,
avant garde shows the students would really
enjoy.
I would hate for Country Porn to become
more of an issue than it deserves to be. It de
serves only to be forgotten. People will al
ways complain with both social and forum pro
grams. The appearance on this campus of both
Ralph Abernathy and Angela Davis cost this
school also. It seems only a pity that everyone
would attempt to place Country Porn in the
same
category of importance as these
speakers.
Please see me if you have any questions.

ifyo

Laura Urseny
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Health center
happenings?
Dear Editor:
What is happening at
the Cowell Student Health
Center? I waited with my
sick friend lor the doctor.
She had been there five
days, and we were both an
xious to obtain her release.
Of course, the Health Cen
ter can't hold anybody against their will, but medi
cal guidance is good to have
on one's side.
I
found '"myself
suddenly confronted by an
ogre of a man, a person who
disregarded my existence
as wen as my concern.
Upon inquiring about the
drugs my friend was given,
the doctor immediately be
came offended, as if it were
neither of our right to know.
I suggested that my friend
be given a painkiller to
take back to the dormitory.
At this remark he yelled
back an unexpected series
of retorts.

Linda LeHoux

"What medical school
did you go to? You just want
to take her back to that
dirty, filthy, pot-smoking
dormitory for your own per
sonal reasons. Why don't
you stop projecting your
self?"
I swear I was polite.
And while he taxed my selfcontrol further, I still didn't
have to raise my voice. I
was told to leave, and
threatened to have my
visiting privileges taken
away.
The
"doctor"
abruptly walked out, and I
had to leave with my friend
in tears.
I can understand if the
doctor had a lousy day, but
there wits no element of pa
tience or wisdom in his ac
tions. It was as if I had in
fringed on the sacred terrtory of medical mysticism,
threatening this man with
my questions. I've heard
that other students have
borne this same unpro
voked wrath.
Who is this man? Are
these desirable qualities for
one who treats students
twice a day at our ex

WHAT'S
UP
Thl doctor

\Sjj3

DOC?

Everybody in the dorm is sniffling, coughing and
yucking. Do we have a flu epidemic?
F rankly no. Whenever a lot of people first congre
gate together, upper respiratory infections or colds run
rampant. A sage once said, "An untreated cold lasts
two weeks, a treated cold lasts a fortnight."
That does not mean we can't give you sympto
matic relief. Come on over and we'll stop vour sniffles
and coughs. There is a "one day flu" that is going around and it quite often gives you the Aztec two-step
Bed rest and a very light diet will control things.
The real Uu won t be here lor several weeks and it
bids fair to be a dilly. I'd advise you to get your flu sho
beiore the end of November.
"usnoi
sometimes wonder if some of the sniffling and
.. .
"UI
""IK or
UI W
fl Lm2
•>»«*
Wild
that you can smell all over the campus at night
I

A.F. Vlorrison
Cowell Student Health Center

•

Karl May

Business Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

1

pense? Can't we afford
someone with a decent
amount of compassion and
communication
in our
health
center?
What's
happening at the Cowell
Student Health Center?
David Kaplan

A discredit

to ASUOP?
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter
in response to David Cassell's attack on ASUOP and
Rhonda Brown, the aca
demic affairs director. Al
though the letter addresses
itself to an article by Ms.
Brown on the right of stu
dents to petition, the real
purpose was to discredit
ASUOP and Ms. Brown. I
feel it is the right of every
student to know the mo
tives of Mr. Cassell's as
sault in order to ob
jectively assess his accusa
tions.
In the interest of clarifi
cation: students may add
classes after the deadline.
In fact, there are cases on
record where students were
actually faculty-advised to
ignore the deadline. The
existence of exceptional
cases is the reason for the
petitioning procedure. Mr.
Cassell somehow feels that
the purpose of Ms. Brown's
article, informing students
of this procedure, is to
undermine the academic
standards of the univer
sity. I see no harm in
informing the students of
all of the options open to
them. In saying this, I only
echo the sentiments of
Dean Davis, who was
quoted in Ms. Brown's
article.
Mr. Cassell went on to
further condemn ASUOP
and berate Ms. Brown.
Perhaps a look at his im
mediate history would shed
some light on his real mo
tives. Mr. Cassell was ap
pointed last
year byASUOP to serve on the Aca
demic Regulations Com
mittee (ARC). A good por
tion of the workload of this

opf
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in Moscow, according to intelligence reports,
about the possibility of defeating capitalism.
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.SUOP finance committee lm

intelligence community is quietly advising, r j g h t n o w
U.S. leaders that detente doesn t mean they The service rendered by
should relax their vigil against communism. « committee would enable
committee involves ap
proving student petitions.
As such he was well aware
that many students are
quite ignorant of the proce
dures and criteria for get
ting a petition approved.
Upon finding out that
he had not been re-ap
pointed to the position, Mr.
Cassell flew into a rage and
subjected both Ms. Brown
and Ms. Akerson to verbal
abuse. This action, com
bined with the fact that he
had not submitted an appli
cation and that in the
course of his appointment
he had not attempted to in
form the academic affairs
director of his committee's
actions, placed
him be
yond reconsideration.
As for his attack on
ASUOP, one only needs to
look at the 7,000-plus cus
tomers a week at the store,
the crowded hours of legal
services or go to a dance
and see how the students
are served by ASUOP. At
the recent National Confer
ence for Student Legal
Rights, our student govern
ment was lauded as being
one of the most progres
sive in the nation, both in
services provided and in
student's
rights.
As
example, ASUOP was in
strumental in passage of
the bill
raising state
scholarships to $2,900. Per
haps if Mr. Cassell had
bothered to report to his
superiors, he would have
known this.
It would seem inappro
priate to refer to Mr. Cas
sell s petty revenge as
childish. Let us simply say
that Ms. Brown should be
commended on this year's
choice for ARC committee
members.
Bill Casey
(No, 1 don't work there any
more).
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Planned Obsolescence: The executivesof,
the Postal Service have an undeniable flair for
wasting money.

Their latest boondoggle is a new "OpticalJ
Character Reader," a fancy machine that can'
read addresses faster than the human eye.
By KAREN AKERSON
They're planning to buy five of them, for
$15 million. The trouble is, the heart °f t^fsorVth^n 1 ' l l a , m . a
scanning system is a computer made by Xe- jaw and Di^jiomuev "i oI'V''
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office.
ton Police

Advisory board set
up for athletics

' Th®

al as a current
rat-wing dictathe Commuare struggling

ioscow, in short
xistence. But the
quietly advising
iesn't mean they
A communism.
fhe executives of
deniable flair for

A

Among the areas they cover
are eligibility policies, sched
uling policies, budgetary poli
cies and grant-in-aid policies.
Students may register
grievances with the board,
against faculty members lor
alleged injustices such as un
fair treatment and being
dropped off of teams.
The board will also make
recommendations pertaining
to the amount a student ath
lete should receive in financial
aid.
All athletic programs will
be scrutinized by the board,
including their plans fori
budgeting
schedules
and
suggestions for reductions in
costs. These will be reviewed
and passed on to the president.
Presently the issue of wo
men's athletics isof major con
cern. "At the moment, it is no
particular problem," com
mented Betz, "Increasingly it
will be an issue. Title IX pro
vides for equality between
men's and women's athletics.
The university has been given
three years to bring women's
athletics up to the guidelines."
guidelines.

Bev Perry—Sophomore,
COP. It's great because it gives
women a chance to run for the
vice presidency. Plus I think
Rockefeller is too old.

A health and welfare com
iittee (HWC) has been pro0Sed by Paul Fairbrook, diector of UOP auxiliary servi! es, and is up in front of the
UsUOP finance committee for
approval right now.
The service rendered by
;this committee,would enable
llSUUr
ASL'OP lo
to provide support or 'i

*u,, •to o
etiiHnt who
sympathy
a student
who
may be hit with an unexpected
catastrophe while attending
UOP.
Whether or not money for
flowers, candy or other servi
ces proposed would be ap
proved by the finance commit
tee, ASUOP President Karen
Akerson
— feels the HWC de

MM

an audience interested in the
problems ot international
Optical pconomics on Oct. 31.
a«,Mlahlp but ^He is^a ^
renowned econoavaiiaDie

WE'RE GETTIN' DOWN
ON PRICES!
|ASUOP GROCERY STORE]

and
common concern for fel
nnrl ffimmor
low students in need of help.
The immediate problems
that come to mind in this type
ol program are obvious,
according to Akerson. First ol
all. how much money would
really be necessary and where
would ASUOP gel the money?
Secondly, if there was to be
financial backing, what would
be a token ol sympathy and
what level of emphasis would
be put on each situation?

the
the U.S.
U.S. balance
balance of
ol payments
deficit.
It was not until the
development of special draw
ing rights
(SDR's-international financial assets avail
able to IMF member coun
tries) , which were designed to
take some pressure off the U.S.
dollar and expand internation
al liquidity, that the problem o
fundamental disequilibrium oi

Thirdly, what wold be con
sidered legitimate uses of the
fund? And, most important,
how are the people eound that
are in need?
If these questions and others could be worked out, then
this committee could be one of
the best services ASUOP could
provide, according to Akeison.,

CIGARETTE CARTONS
REG & KING SIZE $3.55
100's & 120's $3.65
"NATSCO" SESAME WAFERS, 8 oz. package 34'
"NUGGET' CLING PEACH HALVES, 29 oz. canj
35'
"CANADA DRY" GINGER ALE, 12 oz. can 16' ea
"CINCH" CAKE MIXES, 181/2 oz. packages 33'
"RESER'S" CHIFFON DESSERTS, 22 oz. 37c
"MONTCO" GOUDA CHEESES, 10' off
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a complete banking package )us o
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Qualify, and you get BankAmericard. unlimk®1'
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I beliefs. Slowly K
rs around the J>°me measure of control
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'monthly Timesaver State(nf? a^onth- ^th no
tion, and more. All for just $1 a
Auaust.
service charge at all during June, Ju y
Why not ask your Student Rep about the College
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BANK° f AMERICA
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DUTCHER INSURANC E
H)35 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE
SUITE 2C
478-2450

These students are bankers. Just a few of the
morethan 5 0StudentR e p r e s e e ^ (
ployed and specially trained by Bank o
America to help other students with
.»
individual banking problems.

'TYPEWRITER
RENTAL WL„ apply
'CALCULATOR
SALES
on purchase]
ADDING MACHINE *

lists and Socid

UNIVERSITY CENTER

That's right, now there's a Special
Student Automobile Insurance Policy
available to students of California Colleges
and Universities. The college student is not a
bad risk, even though they are in the hig
risk age group. Too many tickets. Are the
rates you are paying now really worth the
I money? Give us a call or drop by for free
estimates. We think you're worth the risk
and we've worked hard to prove it. Don t wait
any longer. Take advantage of this program
designed for Associated Student Members.

These students
can make your
banking easier.

uduo* - WIN! -

•

SPECIAL RATE PACKAGE
on AUTO INSURANCE
BETTER COVERAGE AT A
LOWER COST

PRICE REDUCED ON "CRYSTAL" YOGURT
NOW 30(
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irnmentS
in the sL„ n i'^4
the Bretton Woods,
jrnments ir
nternaljonal Monel

Bob Hcimbit'hncr—Soph
omore, COP. I think it's a wise
political move by Ford.
Rockefeller resigned and Ford
supported him. I think it was]
definitely Ford s move

Rolando
Hermoso—Se
nior, COP. I'm not a politician,
but I think he's not running be
cause of Ford's disagreement
on helping the city of New
York. Remember, I am a for
eign student.

Ron
Gonzales—Junior,
COP. As a Democrat. I think
it's great. For those who aren't
committed to either party, this
will definitely question the
credibility of both the Republi
can party and President Ford.

nnncirlorotion
serves consideration.
In favor of the idea, ac
cording to Akerson, is that it
"provides a direct service to
students that are hurt and
don't have families close to
Stockton, or are new to this
school."
Other aid would consist ot
visits to people in the hospital,

gold-dollar standard. The U.S.
dollar became a major source
of international liquidity.
Thus, the Bretton Woods
international monetary plan,
USt can t \
• honal monetary policy and
which did not believe in counir plans to buy comparative economic sys
see ECONOMICS
trie's sustained fundamental
tems.
pg. four
deficits happened to work well
„,,,rp
Halm introduced the pro- for almost a decade based on
rtey are
3|erns associated with the coI
m - LenKl
place
the com
- fxsistenceofK a system of fixed
ixehange rates (the rate of ex
change between currencies),
!ree convertibility and freei g o , t h e A r b e r i - iom oi domestic economic
a p e r a t e d w i t h Policy-making, (to maintain a
h i l e t o d e p o s e Balance of payments or have to
Maintain domestic economic
Special discounts lor
'stoOCTO^
A l l e n d e . N o w , policy).
jUQIH
471.3275
frats
and
sororities
The existence of such a
>urces, they are
nd of monster bstem, according to Halm is
'"feasible in attempting to
tl
iPPly one set policy to the va'ous needs of individual coun-

Saleh Ali—Senior. School
of Engineering. 1 really don't
care. I'm from another country
and it makes no difference to
us. The international politics
for this country never change
toward Arab countries.

Syd
Gorkney—Sopho
more, COP. I agree with his
decision to run separate. He
has a valuable philosophy to
ward our society. It's called the
Golden Rule. The one with the
Gold. . .Rules. However. I do
feel that the Rockefeller
Foundation will definitely sup
port Ford in any case.

Renowned economist Halm
speaks on international topic

is a new "Optical
nachine that can
r
exchange
pected to .jriiiict
adjust its
its exchange
By KAREN AKERSON
e human eye.
rate to alleviate the problem.
five of them, for
Dr. George Halm, a pro
Since 1958, the U.S. dollar
the heart of the fessor al the Fletcher School ol was in high demand and the
i, iaut by Xe law and Diplomacy for over a international monetary sysiter made
Hat it is eoing qmmer 01 a century. sP°ke 10 tem switched essentially to the

Powell -Soplio-I
Linda
more, COP. 1 Ihink it was al
smart move on Rockeleller
part. 1 wouldn't want to run|
with Ford either.

Kevin Riley—Senior, Coveil. That's gonna put the
Republican party back to
gether, because Reagan will
run as Ford's Vice President.

_

Fairbrook proposes committee to
aid tragedy-stricken students

n e d o u t t o be

rocks?

Rocky

What do you think about
Rockefeller not running with
Ford on the Republican ticket?

"Check costs and BankAmericard finance chartb'^
Bank ol Ameroa NT&SA • Memto FDIC

fljc ^)acifican
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Courses Marching bond

Nov. 7, 1975

Winter term exchange
qets national notice
....
. .l.niuo
The winter term exchange
program has received inquir
ies Irom sutdenls at several
colleges across the country
who arc interested hi it ailing
locations with 1 01' students
lor the month ol January.

ilk#I tthat
liit ;111V
urged
any StU
student
gram. 111*1
interested in winter term ex
change should make art align
ments before Dec. I.
The winter term exchange
program, at noext ra tuition ex
pense. serves as a cleat inghouse for COP students who
w ish to attend another campus
and for students from other
colleges who wish to come here
for the month.
Giovannoni expects inquir
ies from students at different
schools in the near future. Any
student is eligible for this pro
gram. Giovannoni can be
reached in theolliceol the aca
demic vice president.

Inquiries Irom Ciustavus
Adolpluis College in St. Peter.
Minn.. Westminster College in
New
Wilmington.
Pa..
Maealester College in St. Paul.
Minn., and California Lulhoand Kedhinds
t't'ii College
College in C;alilornia have alreads been received.
Dave Giovannoni. staff
assistant in charge of the pro-

Economics

from pg. three

the United States could be ad
justed.
SDK's allowed the IMF
to create a money asset ol its
own. independent of any parti
cular country.
In 1971. the United States
went off the gold standard and
devalued the dollar. Alter con
tinued trade deficits, the U. S.
again devalued its currency in
1973.
The decline in importance
of the dollar significantly
affected world markets and
provided an even greater need

to reform international mone
tary policy.
According to Halm, a sys
tem must be provided which
allows for flexibility ol ex
change within guidelines and
provides liquidity in a con
trolled manner.
These will be crucial
elements for the international
monetary system of the fu
ture.
Halm is the author of eight
books and numerous papers in
economic journals. He was
sponsored by the COP depart
ment of economics.

from pg.

concludes

but
'short
full season
By SUE MCDONALD
It has been a short but full
season for Pacific's 90-member marching band. These
dedicated musicians put in live
hours of practice each week,
not to mention Saturday morn
ing pre-game rehearsals.

Last spring the minicourses were taught as an ex
periment to see if they would
get some response from stu
dents. Enough desire was ex
pressed by those who wanted to
teach as well as learn that the
program was initiated this fall.
When asked about the pro
gram
for
next
spring,
Matteucci stated.
"I don t
really have any committed Idl
ing about it. It really depends
on how much the student body

volvement.
••"lament.
own views,

^ir

familiar with ^

collect some other

slu^

Here are some opinions on UOP.

from otber ldds that their work is too easy.

ri«h'
souls id
and sore
late
i are
;nU ilT
tions

Dave Goedecke, director of the marching band andexeeuUvc
assistant to the dean of the conservatory , gives inslructio

•MM

for travel

ex-

mal amount
penses.
An alumnus ol the Conser
vatory extended an oiler to
transport the band to this
year's game at San Jose State.
But the oiler came too late to
plan such a trip. "We have
been assured of a trip next
year, Goedecke said.
Pro
bably to Fresno State."

"Here we are totally
I uncled by Hie administration.
Most other bunds such as at
San Diego State and Long
Beach State are supported by
the student body," Goedecke
explained.
"The interesting
thing is that we feel that we put
forth a good representative
group on the smallest budget in
the (PCAA) conference."
The Tiger marching band
I has been invited to play at a
San Diego Chargers home
1 game by their director of enter
tainment. "But our problem
|is finances," Goedecke said.
This year's budget was cut
back severely, leaving a mini

Highlighting the band's
fall marching season was their
pre-game and halftime show at
a Sail Francisco Tilers game.
The hand provide music for
the Slate Championship Pom
pom girl competition, involv
ing somgleaders from 60
California high schools.
Pro magazine wrote. "Tile
UOP band is recognized as one
ol
iiu'
most
entertaining
marching bands in the West."
Added to popular musical
hits like Jim Croce's "Don't
see B/J'D pg.

RESEARCH
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE , # 206
LOS ANGEJ.ES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Model CL-1
"Classic"

Model TL-3
"Trans-Linear"

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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In Canada: Paco Electronics Ltd.. Quebec

You'll find Superex Stereophones at these area dealers: •
riu iFnRNtA

(AL L STORES) • CAL HI Fl (ALL STORES); • SUN STEREO (ALL STORES); a SAN FRANCISCO RADIO, SAN FRANCISCO; a
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LI, ,UAD WA, , C M - r-curi IDV aai icir AAW inSF , MOUNTAIN VIEW STEREO, MOUNTAIN
VIEW;
1
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E Y a BOYD WONN HI FL SHOP, VALLEJO; a CENTURY MUSIC, SAN JOSE; a MOUNTAIN VIEW STEREO, MOU
-L MATTHEWS
MTTTHFWS TV,
?V DALY
NAL'Y R^
A COLUMBIA MUSIC, SAN FRANCISCO; a PUDS HI FL SHOP, ALBANY; a SOUNDING BOARD, BERKELEY; a WESTERN
a MATTHEWS TV, DALY CITY
CITY, a JOLUMMA •«,UO ,
STOCKTON;
a
THE
TAPE
DECK,
FRESNO;
a
STEREO
SHOWCASE,
SACRAMENTO,
a
VISALIA
STOCKTON; a THE TAPE DECK, FRESNO;
AUDIO IMPORTS, PALO ALTO
cipuT akin cm ikin I/ICAIIA • TRIPLE S CAMERA, UKIAH, a EASTERN FURNITURE MART, SANTA CLARA I MARINA ELECTRONICS, SAN FRANCISCO; I
CATANIA SOUNO^^CHESTERMAN S TV LEES MUSIC SHOPPE, MELODY TV, SAN RAFAEL; a HITACHI SALES AND SHOWROOM, SAN FRANCISCO
CATANIA_SOUNO CHESTERMAN SI IV,
LOMBARD LAFAYETTE ELECTRONICS, (ALL STORES); a HANDY ANDY, (ALL STORES)
ROYAL JEWELERS, "TUUINU a O
CUSTQM SOUND, RENO; a LOMBARD LAFAYETTE ELECTRONICS, RENO
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toward UOP.

feeling

Jean

Kam

left
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ifOP-and still thinks the campus is beautilul. bhes,
the reality she tound bet t.

Academical.

crowd.
9:35 First

6hant ol
•sheard. Sount
. rtiii sl'l OA

transferring. Socially, she did not Hnd Iter group ,
tuition is too high; the 1 & 1 program was too built,
she feels that there was some
sneaky
ethics

lhg"'
nly drowns oul

•volved in the HEP students being "thrown at us"«

9:

37

out prior knowledge.

her has stopped
First three mal*

small size, and she believes that the friendliness «||
people she comes into contact with may be an oflsi
Allison is also satislt

with the teachers.
A more critical point of view comes Irom
Merritt of Santa Monica.
Academically. Not
great, maybe because what 1 have now are pi
freshman classes." She feels that there is a needil
change in the freshman program. Her teaehersaru
impressive, and she thinks this

may be the resit

what Kim sees as a faculty dislike ol teaching
program

is "kind ol

like eonu

nism—the idea is nice, but it doesn't work. Sheexp
ted college to be radically different Irom, high silt
I'M'
but she finds the work no more diflicult. just mono
Generally. "I'm just gelling used to the idea thai
not as great as I thought it would be."
Freshmen, in a broader sense, seem toechop
feelings. There is a disilusionment—although in mi
eases a relief—as the freshmen find themselvesin*,
are considered inordinately easy classes. The 111
are a source of wide discontent. Freshmen either*
like the system themselves or feel the faculty ism
ing it up somehow .

As far as faculty in actualcb

outside of 1 & I s go. the good ones are w here you
them. Seems like the I reshmn are going to haveloi
hunting them dow n.

TUITION $40.00 ENROLL NOW!
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(415) 885-5753
Sacramento
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For Sale: 1938 Plymouth, 2door business coup. $500 as
is Call 931-3026.
69 Ford Window Van for
sale. 12-passenger Club Wa
gon. Chateau interior. Air.
Jond., Motorola AM-FM-8
rack stereo, new shocks,
new tires. $1,800 or trade for
onvertible and cash. Call
951-2160.

FOR SALE
Female Labrador retriever
puppy needs home with
yard Kight weeks old, very
intelligent. Call 462-9400 or
come lo John B. No. 206.
Do,,I Anlomalic
I Ol lil.ihle Model lop; | ^ ,
'Id 111111 oil oeeessiicjes,
hose and dust eo\ ei Shore
mop earl & stylus Askinn
SI on l .ill Mark ol 464 37i;o.
I ol Sale: Seal's bliiegn I s;;
peed hike h mil years old.
I oil 466 I|I3I e\ cnnigs
1

Ovation Guitar Sunburst
Troubador'
Model—sixstring with ease $200. Excel
lent condition. (8 months
old) Call alter 5 p.m. 4636226. Ask for Hon.
Skis: Fischer RSL ALU 190.
Good
condition.,. With
Marker bindings. $50. Con
tact Karl May 462-9502.
For Sale: One pair new
Lang bindings. $30 or best
offer. Call Jeff 948-6314.
For Sale: Within walking
distance lo COP! $49,950
home. 2 bedroom. 2 hath
w illi 2.40(1 sq. leet ol luxury
lor those who like lo cnLcrtain. Lulled. I mil trees and
beautifully
landscaped
backyard. Much more! Call
Margie VanLicw at 478-0622
or Dick Stepkcn Kcallor at
466-4043
For Sale: JBL Century
10(1 speakers, like new.
Thorens 'I'D 125 turntable.
SME arm Phone 946-2105
alter 7 p.m.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

Do you have migraines? I
need 15 migraine migrain
patients** for bio-feedback
experiment. For more info
call 951-5903.
**—must
be
actual
migraine, not tension or
other headaches.

Wanted: Blues harmonica
teacher for off-campus stu
dent. 951-2150. Ask for
Steve.
Koommalc needed. Musi
have sense of proportion.
$47.50 per month. Eilhersex
preferred. Call 464-9156 ask
for "whatever."
Wanted:
Need
bike
desperately. II you are sel
ling or giving away a bike
please contact Gael at 9516440.

Wanted: Student to clean
off-campus apartment once
or twice weekly, about five
hours a week. Call Jeff at
478-0162.

Wanted: One person
needed to share 1/4 rent on a
cabin at Tahoe. Tired of bor
ing weekends in Stockton?
Great cabin. $62.50 per
month. Call 948-5539 or 9462559.
Wanted: Used manual non
portable typewriters. Will
pay $20 to $50 depending on
condition.
Call Masao
Fujiyana in John Bulluntyne No. 223, Centrex 2850.
Volunteer work experience
at Stockton Stale Hospital
safety office. 2-4 hours per
day. Cull 948-7238.
Wanted:
typing in
home, call 463-8911.

my

HELP WANTED
College Campus Represen
tative needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components
to students at lowest prices.
High commission.
NO
investment required. Seri
ous inquiries only. FAD
COMPONENTS, INC.
20
Passaic Ave., Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006. Jerry
Diamond 201-227-6814.

Jobs on ships: American.
Foreign. No experience re
quired.
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide travel.
Sum
mer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX.
Dept. B-15 Box 2049. Port
Angeles, Wash. 98362.
Typing: Expert typist de
sires papers that need lo be
typed. Call Carol 478-9157
M-Th 9-6, Fri. 2-6.
Need a good typist located
conveniently on campus?
Call 954-2566. After 5 p.m.
call 951-1537.
Typing
D issertations.
Theses. Term papers, etc.
Hours 6 p.m. thru 10 p.m.
Phone 478-0354. Genevieve
Mucins.
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Allison Ioppini comes from Ripon and "114
here. " S h e finds her classes "super-easy but inter,
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"Some classes are good. Generally, however, SOr
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See your dentist regu
larly. It may save your
life. Cancer of the mouth
kills about 8,000 Amer
icans each year who
might have been saved
through early detection
and treatment. So see
your dentist for a com
plete oral checkup reg
ularly.

Model PEP-79E
"Electrostatic"

favorable

The freshman
five

Thousands of Topics

Your dentist
saves your
teeth.
He may also
save your life.
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size and beauty of the campus are factors adding^

Billie

from the stands.
But the attitude factor has not
I been a problem."

,

Her only academic dissatisfaction is that theR
credits do not transfer, andIJeeto the program
.'mkeeoVtudents at UOP. She's happy withher,
Haf life and expects to graduate Irom here. The%
Cialllte, anucAH
Motors addin,,,.

Director Dave Goedecke
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Debi Bohn is
a^mi'cany'the work is keeping her busy. Sheh[;
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ISUPEREX Superex'ElectronI cs'cfor p. Dept PH. 151 Ludlow Street. Vbnkers, NY. 10705

every .tr, jpnot"
nted1
group

from Santa Barbara. She findsthj

I from $19.95 to $150. Go ahead. Listen and compare Superex perlormance.
Look into the quality design, the features, the "soft-touch" comfort, the attenj tion to detail. We firmly believe you won't find a stereophone that sounds
better or feels more naturally comfortable. Convince
I yourself by visiting a Superex dealer soon. Give
| Superex the whole comparison treatment.
We welcome that.
Electrostatic Systems? We've got three—
from $80 to $150.
Isolation Types? Plenty — all profes
sionally styled for super performance and
comfort. From $19.95.
"Trans-Air" open design? You bet! And,
we've perfected the principle. Priced from $40.1
Go ahead and give Superex a sound whirl.
You're out for the best deal. We're out to
give you the best sound. Ask your dealer
about our Free Offer.

At participating Superex dealers only.
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perceptions

Two hindrances to the
band's efforts have been a lack
of funds and the practice field
situation. "The band mem
bers don't know from one day
to the next where they will be
practicing. It is very frustra
ting.

BONUS OFFER
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According to Goedecke,
enthusiasm has been a strong
point among the band mem
bers this year. "They are work
ing well together.

M

aVd b>

. hasbeen under way for two months no* J
S
has calmed down somewhat. Freshmen]
the pace has w campus dorms. roommatesUnd
familiar wdh
freshman from Southern Cali[o :

is

11'T^C

or"
in1 J lovf-
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This year's band consists
of students from Raymond,
Callison and Elbert Covell Col
leges, the School of Pharmacy
and School of Engineering as
well as COP and Conservatory
students. There are also some
Delta College students partici
pating.

"There are quite a few new
students, which sometimes
causes problems with eroim
enthusiasm." Goedecke said.

. u 'ot

SO'

atUOP- Kaip'.. -"remarked the
^

Hi

f |M

, HELEN KOCHKNDKUFEK
By

"The kids work hard with
such little time," said Dave
Goedecke, band director since
1967 and executive assistant to
the dean of the Conservatory.
"There are a lot and blisters
and sore lips."

participates."
This fall the mini-courses
have proven fairly successful,
with 100 students and 10
teachers
involved.
Next
spring, the University Center
hopes to see more students in
volved.
If you are interested at all
in teaching on any subject that
you feel will interest even a
small group of students, or ft
there is something that you
want to learn and you would
like to find someone who may
want to teach you, contact the
University Center.

0e*
ffOltl

Time
to hear from
freshmen

one

range from a discussion of the
China-Korea question to a
workshop on how to make an
aquarium.
The workshop idea would
be useful because quite a few
things that students want to
learn are not so technical as to
involve eight weeks, accord
ing to Matteucci.

Superex C-60 Professional Cassette Tape Free with
the purchase of any Superex Stereophone between
now and Dec. 31st. This fine quality, high perform
ance cassette tape offers virtually flawless operation. It won't jam, stick or tear and it s warranteed.

- Food for thought
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To discuss its new Ph.I) de
gree program in CLINI
CAL PSYCHOLOGY. P.S.I,
will hold open house lor pro
spective applicants on Nov.
7. 14. 21. & 28 at 8 p.m
(Catalog available by mail
lor $1) Psychological Stu
dies Institute, 580 College
Ave.. Halo Alto. Calif. 94306.
George Mueneh . Ph.D. &
Peter Kocstenbaum. Ph.D.
Need
a housi
..
'"or thai oi
other rentals call t he'iyl at
465-3485.
Bud s
Gun-cut
Rentals 2724 1' icilic Ave.
Tutor and educational
consultant, fully
credentialed, with a
specialty in
working with
exceptional
children will
assist sludents, grades
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TODAY

MONDAY

Lunch
Clam Chowder
Thin Pastrami On Rye
Baked Fish
Baked Spaghetti
F.F. Cauliflower
Cauliflower
Pear In Lime
Bavarian Mold
Fresh Fruit

Breakfast
Pear Halves
Cream Of Wheat
Peanut
Butter Or Plain
Pancakes
Sausage Links
Syrup
Donuts

Dinner
Columbian Style Flank Steak
Plain Flank Steak
Eggs A La Cox
Potato Puff
Artichokes
Madras Bowl
Praline Pie

larbara. She finds th
ing her busy. She heal
k is too easy.

slaction is that the u,
-Is the program is uo'1
She's happy with her s»
ite from here. Thestiw
are factors adding to he

TOMORROW
Breakfast
Bananas
Cold Cereals
Raised & Cake Donuts

to come t,
is beautiful. She saw
ey between her expect
nd here. Academically
erully, however, "sortl6
s seriously considering
d not find her group, ^
•ogram was too built up
me "sneaky" ethics ir,
•ing "thrown at us" with
Hawaii

jus

Lunch
Froz. Mixed Fruit
Mama's Little Children
Omelet
Bacon Strips
Home Fried Potatoes
lnd. Raisin Snail

om Kipon and "I likei
super-easy" but intcres
>r coming to UOP wasn
hat the friendliness ol'th
t with may be an olTshw
Allison is also satisfied

Dinner
Battered Fish
Plain Cod
Manicotti
F. F. Potatoes
Carrots/Chives
Cucumbers/Sour Cream
Jello Cubes/Topping
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SUNDAY
Breakfast
Grapefruit Sections
Cold Cereals
Apple Rolled Oats
Coffee Cake
Lunch
Melon Sliver
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Scrambled Eggs
Lemon Coffee Cake
Dinner
Cheese Fondue
Beef K-Bobs
Bed Of Rice & Wild
Broccoli Spears W.
Hollandaise Sauce
Orange Twist Garni
Pizza Salad
Cherry Turnover

Lunch
Minestrone
BLT Sandwich
Shrimp Creole
Sliced Roast Beef
Broccoli Crown
Cardinal Pear
P.A. Gelatin Mold
Fresh Fruit
Dinner
Beef Stew/Biscuits
Mush./Cheese Omelet
Wild & White Rice
Tomato Slices
Glazed Sweet
Spanish Onions
Cukes/Sour Cream
Orange Trifle

WEDNESDAY

Breakfast
Grapefruit Sections
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Lox
Bagels
Cinnamon Twist Donut

Lunch
French Onion Soup/
Croutons
British Burger
Macaroni Con Chorizo
Celery Almondine
Crown Jewel Mold
Mand. Or./Or. Mold
Fresh Fruit
Dinner
Spaghetti/ Meat See.
Calzone
Hamburger Patty
Baked Zucchini/Corn
Canlis Salad
Banana Splits

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

Breakfast
Banana
Ralston
Waffles/Syrup
Bacon
Bran Muffin

Breakfast

Lunch
Cream Of Mushroom
Chili/Dog/Bun
Eggplant Cass.
Cheese Slices
Peas
Cherry Cola Mold
Frostv Fruit Mold
M&M Cookie
Dinner
Rt. Turkey/Dressing
Meatball K-Bob
Giblet GravyWhipped Potatoes
Fr. Cut Gr. Beans
Gingerman Salad

PEOPLE WITH MUSICAL TALENT are needed to
perform in front of audiences. For information contact
Robert Rabin at 946-2133.
STUDENTS HAVING QUESTIONS regarding the
legitimacy of tests administered by the Educational •
Testing Service (ETS) should contact Jim Casey at
ASUOP, 2233. ETS administers the Scholastic Apti
tude Test (SAT) the Law Scholastic Aptitude Test
(LSAT) and the Graduate Records Exam (GRE).

A TURKEY TROT, a two mile race for men undone
mile race for women, will be held Nov. 20. See Kalhy
Simpson in the intramural department lor sign-up in
formation.
STUDENT MANUSCRIPTS are needed by the
"Calliope," UOP's literary annual. Short stories, oneact plays, poetry and songs can be placed in collection
boxes in the library, ASUOP office and COP English
department office. Deadline is Dec. 3. For further in
formation contact Leslie New at 462-9572.
BEGINNING SQUARE DANCE and folk dance
instruction is being given from 7 to 9 p.m. <every!'uesday. For information on location contact
son Y at 466-1946.
B1KECENTENNIAL is currently seeking 1,400
leaders to conduct tours in 1976of the first Trans-America bicycle trail. Leaders w ill receive food, lodging and
a small daily expense account. For further details and
an application write to Bikecentennial 76. P.O. Box
'034, Missoula, Mont. 59801.
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS are now on sale dur
ing business hours at the University Center informa
tion booth. Cost is $3 lor students and $5 for faculty.

French Toast/Syrup
Malt-O-Meal
Auulesauce
Linguica Sausage
Sour Cr. Collee (
Lunch
Green Cheese Soup
Fun Food Sandwich
Hot Chicken Salad
Tomato Slice
Pear Half/ Lime
Hawaiian Eyeful
Chocalate Cookie
Dinner
London Broil
Quiche Lorraine
Yorkshire Pudding
Carrots
Cilrus/Avaeado Sal
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x

• Downtown—249 E. Minor
• tincoln Center North
• todi—107 W. Wne St.
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in I nnisiana tomorrow

tigers out-ranked
By JEFF METZOER
The UOP football team,
with its conference season be
hind it, will try to salvage some
pride and a winning season, as
the current campaign enters
its last three weeks.
The Tigers, alter drop
ping a 31-13 decision to San
Diego State last week, will be in
Lafayette tomorrow to lace
Southwest Louisiana.
Pacific is now 4-4-1 for the
season, and needs two wins in
the final three games for a
fourth straight winning season
son under Head Coach Chester
Caddas.
Considering .one of the
games is against the nation s
10th best team, Arizona State,
it appears that the Tigers will
have to win tomorrow and beat
Hawaii in the season finale for
the winning year.
The task at hand is South
west Louisiana. The Tigers are
making their second trip to Cajun country this season (the
other being a 3-3 tie with North
east Louisiana), and will be
facing a team which has had
just a slightly better season
than Pacific. The Ragin'
Cajuns are 5-3 and have a win
over Long Beach State to high
light the year. Last week
Southwest nipped
TexasArlington in a 35-32 barn
burner.
"We know that Southwest
Louisiana has an excellent
team," Caddas said. They
could be 7-1 right now, except
they have hud a lot of people
. hurt."
Southwest is led by two
quarterbacks, Roy Henry and
Barry Pollard. Henry is a
transfer from Notre Dame,
where he was involved in last

$
FRIENDSHIP
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The women'!
team had a doubleh^d 1
6 in San Francisco iigj'1
University of Sun 1-y ;
and immediately |„||^"
gainst L'C-Sanlu Cruz

FOOTBALL
Tommorrow:
UOP at S.W.
Louisiana, Lalaytte, La. at
5:30 p.m. (PST) KJOY

Alter the Oct. j(|
(15-6, 15-5) over thee
Noire Dante. UOP |,;
conference record
overall.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Tuesday: UOP vs. San Jose
State, here at 2 p.m.

The Tigers were
wins against the i
schools, which would
them undefeated in
California
Intereoi
Athletic
Conference
going
into
the
championship tou
three weeks.

SOCCER
Wednesday: UOP vs. Stani
slaus State, here at 2 p.m.
year's rape scandal, involving
several of
Notre Dame's
players.
Tomorrow's game will be
broadcast over KJOY (1280)
beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Pacific was overmatched
in last week's home closer. The
18th ranked Aztecs were great
on both offense and defense.
Craig Penrose, the allAmerican quarterback, lived
up to his potential by throttling
the UOP defense, as he com
pleted 25 of 31 passes for 280
yards and three touchdowns,
and had one streak
of 14
completions in a row, one short
of the NCAA record.

high interest in running as a
team in competition. Also, I
Surprisingly, there were expect about 10-15 new mem
no track activities here on
bers to join in the weeks to
campus except for the little come.
known turkey trot for those
The team will be running
who are bold of heart. But due
about six to 10 meets, all of
,to popular demand and much
them being away. These meets
Swork, the UOP Track Club has will include two meets at San
•been formed.
Jose, and others at Hayward.
i
This club is not affiliated
Davis and several other invi
"Villi the university except for tational track meets.
"Mhe name. It is now in the pro
The UOP Track Club does
fess ol trying to attain funds
have some outstanding run
vfrom ASUOP alter the recent
ners and future articles will
^announcement that it has cover their accomplishments.
*$20,000 to allocate.
Workouts have already
I personally expected a
begun. The team meets at the
.turnout of about 15 members gym every Monday and Wed
"lor starters, hut much to my
nesday at
5:15 p.m. and
-surprise, the team has approxi practices on individualized
mately 35 members already workouts designed for each
signed up and is still growing!
member's event. Also other
This number is attributed to practices are being scheduled
• the team being eoed and to the
in the coming weeks.

" -r.->

in league

Today: UOP vs. California,
here at 3 p.m.
Tomorrow: UOP vs. San Fran
cisco State, here at 11 a.m.
Thursday: UOP at Stanford.
Palo Alto at 3 p.m.

B\ PHILIP T. MacDONALI)

"5T77n

undefeated

WATER POLO

It is hoped that in future
years the university will rea
lize the need to re-establish a
track program so that its run
ners can run in the PCAA and.
more imprtantly, in the NCAA.
To date, the team is unable to
run in the NCAA meets since it
has to be affiliated with the uni
versity.
For those who wish to join
either as team members,
managers or accountants, just
notify Phil MacDonald No. 281
South/West (463-6822), Kevin
Daw No. 131 South/West or
Arthur Beauchamp No. 173
Grace Covell.
There will be an addi
tional club meeting on Thurs
day in the Mall al 6: 311 p.m. lor
those w ho wish to join. Events
arc open to all comers.

STOCKTONS NEWEST MOTOR INN-

COLOR T.V.

CjkarterWay Inn

HEATED POOL

piUCCT »tAt-PMON«S .;«ME WATER BEOS

500 WEST CHARTER WAY
AT INTERSTATE S

Watch your step
UOP defensive lineman Steve Heinrich hurdles a tackled
Aztec with Al Cleveland (79) and Rudy Viney (15) nearby.1 he
"San Diego is a great down.
team," said Caddas. "We
The Tiger scores both
played hard, and I think we
came in the second half, as
played them just about as well
Pacific recovered a San Diego
as anyone has this year, but we
fumble on the second halt kickhad some terribly costly mis
off and scored in five plays to
takes."
The Aztecs took advan cut the SDS margin to 21-7.
San Diego came right back
tage of the Tiger mistakes,
most of which came on a lack on a 80-yard drive to put the
luster offensive performance.
Pacific gained only 208 yards in
total offense against the na
tion's eighth best defensive
team, and the Tigers gave up
475 yards to Penrose & Co.

948-0321

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1 1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.
.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

game away, Pacific scored
again in the fourth quai tei.
Caddas had praise for
several Tigers, including the
defensive line ol Pal little.
Ron Rohde, and Chuck Or-

rison and linebacker Ken W ar
ren. who put good pressure on
Penrose. Caddas felt that the
Tigers rushed the passer bet
ter than anybody who has
played against San Diego.

On offense. Bob
led the running ganu
Turner made several
receptions. Center Paul
was named the Irani Members of the Pacific
of the week.
anee classes rehearse ll

equired

-Zip.

to start

Soccer
The soccer team played its
last West Coast Intercolle
giate Soccer Conference game
yesterday against Stanford in
Palo Alto.
Now 1-9-1 for the season,
the Tigers are still 0-4 in lea
gue play.
Last year UOP lell to the
Cardinals 1-0. This year, with
18 returnees plus some new
standouts.
Stanford should
prove to be a tough opponent.
The Tigers suffered two
losses, the week of Oct. 31. at
the feet of Hayward State, 5-1,
and Fulllerlon State, 5-0.
UOP will finish up their
season Wednesday with a
match against StanislausState
at 2 p.m. in Turlock.

Beginning on Wednesday
at 3 p.m. the intramural foot
ball teams will begin llic linal
playoffs of the season.
The leader in the A league
is still The A Team with the Phi
Delta Chi Cyclamates close be
hind.
The B league has Omega
Phi Alpha leading the pack
with a lot of second-place pres
sure being applied by Mike's
Marauders.
Dirty Legs and their incre
dible 6-0 record have just about wrapped up the C league,
while
in Powder Puff the
South/West ladies are tied for
first place with the Rejects.
After the league champs
have been determined next
week, an all-league playoff will
determine the school "studs,"
and along with a trophy, the
winning team will receive a
package of Coors T-shirts tor
each member.
Kathy Simpson, intra
mural director, has organized
a men's and women's turkeytrot cross country run to be
held on Nov. 20. The men's
course will run two miles,
while the ladies need only to
sprint a mile. The winners will
receive awards, plus there will
be awards for team running,
running.
For further information on
upcoming volleyball or cross
country activities, see Kathy
Simpson on the second floor in
the gym.

Splish splash
This photo shows the UOP water polo leant in
an intrasquad practice. The Tigers, who lost a
crucial league contest to San Jose State last

week, take on the
UC—Berkeley today.
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Water poloist's hope!
for crown dwindle

flays a Wcel

By DAVID SOLOMON
In an extremely impor
tant game against San Jose
State last week, the UOP water
polo team lost. 9-6.
loss ' e ' 1 P a c i f i c i n
. . . The
.
third place in the PCAA stand
ings behind the Long Beach
and San Jose State teams

Coach Connor Sutton com
mented. "the team didn't play

BY

MATISSE *** PICASSO *** BRAQUE ***
KANDISKY AND
MANY OTHER FAMOUS ARTISTS

Matted and sealed for hanging

very well, they missed a lot ol
scoring opportunities and on
ly completed two out ol seven

loul shots, whileSan Jose made
three out of three tries."
Craig Schwartz lead the
scoring with three goals and
Kit L ollmer followed with two.
Schwartz still leads the PCAA
in scoring with 48. while
'mer is in the top six with 32
goals.
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SILK SCREEN Art Priots

OUR REG. PRICE

to be a good

By MICHAEL HEA

finals set

It seemed as though San
Diego could score whenever
they needed to. The Aztecs put
the game away early, scoring
two ol the first three times they
hud the ball. and added another
score in the second period for a -.
21-0 lead.
"We gambled early on de
fense to protect against the
pass and they burned us with
the run. We then went back to
our regular defense." Caddas
said.
He was referring to the
first two plays of the game, as
Monty Reed and Otlie Brown
ripped off 25-yard gains against a three-man defensive
lronl the Tigers showed. Pen
rose then hit his favorite re
ceiver for the night, tight end
Vollon Dixon for the first touch

$3.95

City.

Aztecs 31-13. San Diego State is
Tigers were defeated by the
now ranked 13th in the nation.

Intramural

UOP Track Club gets
off to great start
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Original musical
on UOP stage

The drama department
readies to unveil its premier of
the new musical comedy. "The
Legend of Bret Harte."
Jerome Herst and Felton
Kaufmann have written the
words and music to local play
wright QIadys Simon's book on
Bret Harte and his escapades
back in the Gold Rush days.
Mter the Oct. 30 2-n J
Julie Richter handles the musi
. 15-5) over the CollJ*!
cal direction.
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Burglary protection

one

W

motive is to get quick money. This group consti
tutes the largest singular population problem. Stereos
bikes and calculators need to be watched. Get an elec
tric pencil and engrave your name or ID number in two
places on the item you would like protected. It should be
put on a highly visible place and another place which is
not so visible. This way if one mark is removed, there
will be an unsightly gouge on the face which makes the
tern very hard to peddle as it is a sure indication that ir
is stolen.
, , ,
As far as kids ripping you off, keeping things locked
should keep them out. Most burglaries of this type
are those of opportunity, where they are looking for
things which are easy to take and present comparitively few risks in taking them.
In this area, some types of burglaries go in cyclical
trends. Around Christmas, people leave cash and gifts
in their apartments, both of which are easily removed.
The summer months present more opportunity for the
burglary of garages and back yards.
Precautions are the only way to keep your belong
ings safe. Insurance is available for on-campus ac
commodations through the ASUOP office. For apart
ments, it can be procured through most reputable in
surance offices.

prime

bored parking stall is a liability. Anyone knows when
VOU are home or not.
5) Keys-When someone moves out ot a place ,
locks are very seldom changed. It previous tenants had
copies made, and they are still in circulation, you may
"//"supplemental locks—Chain locks are, lor the
most part, virtually useless. They are, however, better
(ban nothing. Ideally, a supplemental lock shoud beait.idled between the door and the door jamb, not the
molding around the door.
lH

l/1 The No. 1 tip is do not advertise. It your door is
constantly open, park your stereo and other valuables
,w ,v from sight. Lock your door, even it you just
stepped out lor a minute. Don 't brag at parties olwhat
an expensive stereo setup you ve got.
.
2) Keep an eye on who follows you into the doi nis, esuecially on weekends. II they have a legitimate rea
son. they should not mind being asked what they are do
ing there.
The second category of burglar is normally a trans
mit or someone who is looking for money lor dope.
1,0(,king for something that can be peddled quickly, the
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-The faculty are respon
se for the quality, validity
and rationality of the curri
culum and for academic policy
regarding the liberal edu
cation.
According to Beauchamp,
this would involve returning to
a position of eight to 10 years
..go eliminating various com
mittees which slow down the
the administrative process and
leave the decision-making with
the dean and department
chairpersons. He added that
his will be voted on in a few
weeks.
—COP should design and
control its liberal education
urogram. Faculty from other
schools and colleges should not
be directly involved in the
creation of the program.

Beauchamp pointed
the reasor. for the ££
fence oi the clusiei
was to provide a rea alter
native to the traditional libera
arts program.
He said that the effective
ness of the concept will dis
solve if the programs become
inseparable.
—The current six stu
dents/six faculty makeup o
the Multi-Disciplinary Com
mittee is inappropriate and
counterproductive.
The MDC, which for the
past two years has been deal
ing with the continually mount
ing problems of the I & 1 uro
gram, is burdened by changes
of membership and process o
petition. It has been the con-
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Services to the handicapped, the blind, to senior citizens,
counseling help for people in mental distress, quality youth
programs — preventive services such as Sickle Cell Clinic,
family planning, first aid, water safety programs, delinquency
prevention, tutoring programs, summer camp programs, and
many more human care services provided through 26
community agencies.
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American Red Cross
American Social Health
Boys' Club of Stockton
Boy Scouts
C a m p Fire G i r l s
Catholic Social Services
Children's Home Society
Community Center for the Blind
Community Council

On

Council for Spanish Speaking
Family Service Agency
Girl Scouts
Goodwill Industries
Legal Aid Society
Lodi Boys' Club
Migrant Student Loan Fund
Pilipino Bayanihan
Planned Parenthood

dent
ludii

Sa vat.on Army (Stockton)

rnec

Salvation Army (Extension)
jckle Cell Anemia Clinic
Stockton Child Welfare Fund
Tracy Child Welfare Fund
Tracy Youth Center
vaM.C

A

habMita,i0n

lis

'^ustries

Home Health Care

campus contact

T'evanc

Jeremy Jones at 946-2217 or Harold Jacoby at 946-2309.
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People Helping People...
through the Helping Hand

A Pacifican Public Service Message
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